The bottle-sized chair for anywhere

WHERE CAN YOU GO WITH CLIQ CHAIR?
Perfect for beach days, outdoor games, trails, camp-sites, music festivals, picnics and more.

COLORS AVAILABLE
Navy Blue, Royal Blue, Black, Green, Silver, Gold, Burgundy

CLIQ CHAIR BY THE NUMBERS
• Stable up to 300 lbs.
• Weighs 3.65 lbs.
• Carry 6 chairs in one bag
• Sits 12” off the ground
• Raised $1.5 million from Indiegogo backers

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT:
Alexis Courson
Alexis@cliqproducts.com
(415) 370-7299

Goes anywhere.
So lightweight and compact, you can carry six chairs in one bag.

Instant setup.
Open your chair, hear it CLIQ, and you’re ready to sit. It’s so fast and easy to set up even kids can do it.

Saves space.
Free up space in your garage or trunk—and always have enough chairs for everyone.

Stable and flexible.
Flexible nylon seat cradles you. Sturdy hub-based design makes CLIQ Chair tip-proof.

Weatherproof.
Rust-proof legs and a quick-drying nylon canopy stand up to any weather.

“...It can comfortably seat a full-sized adult and, owing to its small folded size, is easier to carry than most...”
— Forbes

ABOUT CLIQ Chair
CLIQ Chair is here to make it easier for you to experience the outdoors – and to make it more comfortable. With over $1.5 million raised from Indiegogo backers, the Southern California’s flagship product, the CLIQ Chair, is the only portable chair that folds down to the size of a water bottle and pops open with a click. You never know when a can’t-miss moment is going to happen, but you can always be ready to go with CLIQ Chair.